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REFERENTE
Contact 1. Sig. Dipl.-Phys. Helmut Reff 

Seminarmanager 
Phone: 0049 941 29688 34 
Fax: 0049 941 29688 31 

Contact 2. Sig.ra. Christa Bollinger 
Seminarmanagerin 
Phone: 0049 941 29688 36 
Fax: 0049 941 29688 31 

Contact 3. Sig.ra. Dipl.-Päd. Ilona Lamour 
Leiterin Bereich Technik 
Phone: 0049 941 29688 25 
Fax: 0049 941 29688 31 

Contact 4. Sig.ra. Dipl.-Geogr. Anna Fuchssteiner 
Seminarmanagerin 
Phone: 0049 941 29688 28 
Fax: 0049 941 29688 31 

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Training, Conferences, Meetings and Inhousetraining for experts and managers - special topics: Management, technology and renewable energies
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STORIA
OTTI (Ostbayerisches Technologie-Transfer Institut e.V.) was founded in 1977 as a non-profit-organisation. Our main goals are to provide state-of-the-
art information and to establish networks between people from industry, science, and administration by providing conferences and workshops. Over
the years we have expanded our offers, now reaching from specific technology areas like material sciences to management training.

Our energy department is one of the leading European organisers of international conferences and seminars in the field of renewable energies. The
goal is to provide events where our international participants from science and industry can share their knowledge and experience, and present new
technologies designed to increase the efficient use of renewable energies. We work closely together with our scientific committee representing experts
from industry and research from all over the world. Our highly motivated and experienced team is always looking for new topics to provide interesting
conferences on visionary topics.

The topics of our conferences comprise mini-grids, smart grids and mobility, photovoltaics, solar thermal energy, solar air-conditioning and biomass
energy. Furthermore, we offer courses in the fields of building, construction and the efficient use of energy. Our conferences with the accompanying
specialist exhibition in Bad Staffelstein belong to the definitive meetings of the solar energy sector in the German-speaking area.

Besides lectures and workshops OTTI offers accompanying trade exhibitions or technical tours. It is very important for us to create an atmosphere in
which our participants can meet and share their knowledge and experience. Therefore, we offer long breaks and common meals to get into contact
with other people.

Do you have any questions? Our team is always willing to help you. Please find all relevant contact information on www.otti.de. There you can also find
more details about our conferences.  
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